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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to determine the impact of social media content as a
Consumer Interest Withdrawal Strategy. The method used in this study is a qualitative method by
collecting data descriptively, namely by analyzing several online shops on the Instagram
application. The results show that social media is used to buy products from the online shop.
Online shop owners do not need to use a lot of money to arrange content on Instagram because it
only requires creativity to make it more attractive, namely with themes, colors, and the preparation
of content that is consistent. In conclusion, the development of technology provides a place for
business people to start and continue business from marketing, promotion, to making consumers
have a more efficient interest.

1. Introduction
The development of communication and information technology is something that cannot be avoided
nowadays. Business people are using technology, especially the internet, as a promotional medium to
attract consumers. In increasing shopping trends, online businesses see online trends, which implemented
to e-commerce systems [1]. This encourages them to compete and provide innovation to get more
consumers. Social media is a medium to make it easy to spread and promote their products without having
to meet in person. Instagram is a social media that has great potentials to start, spread, and promote a
business. It is because currently, Instagram is a social media that is very popular among young people and
adults. The promotion strategy is the company's activity to promote sales by diverting a convincing
communication to buyers [2].
Previous research stated there was an increased potential for social marketers to use the internet for
promotion [3]. Promotions using the internet have been widely applied by businesses because they have
time and visual effectiveness in conveying information and products to consumers. Social media
promotion is the use of social system promotion, weblog promotion, and more, this is the latest
breakthrough in promotion [4]. The social system on Instagram is to have followers and follow accounts
on Instagram. Through this system, they can communicate from sending messages, liking, and
commenting on posts. To have followers, we have to present something that can be an attraction for
potential customers. Attracting the attention of consumers to buy products is necessary using the creativity
coupled with different innovations than other business actors to compete. Creating innovation can be
started from creative content, where the content can convey the message of the business to potential
consumers with packaging that is easy to understand and unique. Content strategies for each social
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engagement platform require unique but complementary strategies [5]. Unique content can be seen from
the visual display and the message conveyed can reach the point of connectivity between consumers and
businesses in promoting the product. The connection is being able to convey the message content
precisely from what is planned by the business actor. The message strategy not only aims to merge
information that was previously thought to be unrelated but also helps create innovative connections and
relationships between individuals [6]. The success of a business does not only focus on creativity but also
innovation but must be complemented by marketing strategies on social media. Entrepreneurs are required
to have mastered social media marketing to make an impact on consumers and be successful in building a
business [7]. It is because being a successful entrepreneur must have a complete package from the concept
plan to its execution.
Indonesia has many Instagram users with high usage who can use Instagram until five to ten times or
more in a day. This time is used to control 72%. Besides, the most interesting thing is 75% revealed they
want to browse through the vendor account on Instagram [8]. The purpose of this study is to determine the
impact of social media content as a Consumer Interest Withdrawal Strategy. The method used in this
study is a qualitative method by collecting data descriptively, namely by analyzing several online shops on
the Instagram application.
2. Method
This research used a qualitative and scientific method. The qualitative method is research used to discuss
and analyze phenomena, events, social activities, attitudes, beliefs, perceptions, and individuals. The
scientific method means that research activities are based on scientific characteristics namely rational,
empirical, and systematic. The data sources in this study are secondary data obtained indirectly from the
source but using written sources such as book sources, journals, and documents from related parties
regarding Instagram content, which is a strategy of attracting consumer interest. The documentation
technique is a data collection technique in this study. The documentation method is information that
comes from important records from institutions or organizations and individuals.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1.

Marketing

Marketing is the activity of approaching to the public to provide information about related products to be
marketed. Previous research said that marketing is a social process where there are individuals and groups,
to get what they need and want by creating, offering, and freely exchanging valuable products with other
parties [9]. In this case, the Hajarostore Instagram account does marketing by introducing products with
the theme of Islamic religion, where the marketing target of the account is largely Muslim.
3.2.

Promotion

Promotion is an activity to introduce products or services to get the attention and value of potential
customers who aim to make the things offered can be sold. The importance of sales promotion is because
consumer packaged goods companies allocate more than 50% of their marketing budget and 1% of their
income for sales promotions [10]. One of the promotions conducted by Hajarostore is to use the Instagram
platform as a media liaison with potential customers. According to Databoks sourced from We Are Social
in January 2018, Indonesia is the third-largest country with 53 million active Instagram users, as of
January 2018 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Databoks survey results regarding Instagram Active Users (We Are Social: Januari 2018)
This provides benefits for both consumers and producers. It is because producers can minimize spending
on promotions and for consumers to be able to access information on products or services without having
to come to the producer. Therefore, previous research suggested producers implement social media as a
means of promoting their products because social media is a valuable marketing medium in reaching
young market segments in a more agile and efficient manner [11].
3.3

Withdrawal of Buying Interest

Buying interest is a consumer's plan to buy a product or service based on the wants or needs of their
feelings. It can be said that buying interest is a mental statement from the consumer that gives rise to a
plan to purchase certain products or services. Many studies adopt an approach to identifying and testing
factors that distinguish the level of ethical or environmental actions in consumers [12]. Previous research
said there are four indicators that can identify consumer-buying interest, namely:
- Transactional interest that is a person's tendency to buy products.
- Interest referrals, namely the tendency of individuals to recommend products or services to other
individuals.
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- Preferential interest, which is an interest that explains the character of an individual who has an
important preference for the product or service. If something happens to the preference of the product,
then it can be replaced with another preference.
- Explorative interest exposes the character of individuals who always explore explanations about the
product or service they want and explore information to support the positive characteristics of the
product or service [13]. One of the reasons his consumers buy the product offered is because they feel
there is an emotional closeness to the theme taken by the seller that is related to Muslims. From these
statements, it can be said that Hajarostore consumers have a type of preferential interest. Content is an
idea that produces information. Content can be delivered through many things, one of them through
social media. It must have a sale value to attract someone's interest not only the sale value but also the
consistency that must be maintained for the selling agents. Previous research stated content is said to be
of general value if:
• Can generate interest, involve, also inform and educate customers
• Reveal all values that identify the company in terms of uniqueness, consistency, quality and
relevance.
• Being proactive, which is able to evolve over time [14].
Hajarostore applies the concept of content with a Muslim nuanced theme. From the photo used to
the description of the photo. The following is an example of the content displayed by Hajarostore (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2. Display Instagram of Hajarostore photo content
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Figure 2 shows that from the preparation of Hajarostore photo content it is displayed Muslim attributes not
only in the preparation of photo content but also the content in the description of the photo description.
Where these contents are used as a strategy in attracting consumer interest specifically for Muslim
consumers (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Display content in the form of photos and description captions Hajarostore
4. Conclusion
The development of technology provides a place for business people to start and continue business from
marketing and promotion to make consumers have a more efficient interest. Instagram is a social media
platform that is being used a lot. Business operators utilize these conditions to market their products and
services. We have to market the products or services offered to make it more interesting, namely the
concept of compiling interesting and consistent content. Therefore, business people can attract the interest
of potential customers.
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